NEWS

Senior Appointment Changes
In July 2016, there were a number of senior appointment
changes in the ST Electronics group of companies.
Mr Tang Kum Chuen was appointed Deputy President
(Corporate Development) and will concurrently continue as
President of Communication & Sensor Systems Group (CSG)
of ST Electronics and President of ST Electronics (Satcom &
Sensor Systems) Pte Ltd (STEE-SatComS).
rst joined Singapore
Electronic & Engineering Limited
(SEEL) in 1990 and was instrumental
in merging the operations of the
major Communication Systems
Division of SEEL into ST Electronics
(Info-Comm Systems) Pte Ltd (STEEInfoComm). As the Deputy General
Manager of STEE-InfoComm then,
he was responsible for building
up the intellectual property in the
company and securing various
mega contracts that shored the
company’s foundation for growth.
In 1999, Mr Tang joined STEE-SatComs and transformed the
company into a global, progressive and innovative sensor
and communication systems provider selling to over
120 countries.

This July, Mr Chang Yew Kong also announcement his
retirement, having had a long and illustrious career here.
Mr Chang has provided valuable guidance and expertise in
various roles including President of the Software Systems
Group (SSG) (2014- July 2016), President/General Manager of
ST Electronics (Info-Software Systems) Pte Ltd (STEE-InfoSoft)
from 1997 to December 2013.
Mr Jeremy Foo is the newly
appointed President of SSG,
concurrent with his position as the
President of STEE-InfoSoft.
rst joined STEE-InfoSoft as
a Divisional Manager of its Systems
& Engineering Group in 1997. In
2005, Mr Foo was appointed the
General Manager of STELOP Pte Ltd
(then known as Chartered Electro
Optics Pte Ltd) and in 2010, Senior
Vice President/General Manager of
ST Electronics (Training & Simulation
Systems) Pte Ltd, responsible for its
operations, strategic development
and growth.

Training Cyber Security Professionals
ST Electronics (Info-Security) is a participant of the Cyber
Security Associates and Technologists (CSAT) Programme
which is jointly established by the Cyber Security Agency of
Singapore (CSA) and Infocomm Development Authority of
Singapore (IDA).
The programme aims to train and up-skill ICT professionals
to acquire practical skills for specialised job roles for Cyber
individuals to attain the necessary practical skills to better
equip them for cyber security roles and positions. Under
this programme, ST Electronics’ employees are trained to
upgrade their cyber security skills while on the job.
At the national level, the CSAT Programme will encourage
more to join the profession and enable cyber security
professionals to hone their skills and stay ahead in the
dynamic cyber security landscape. It will also help to build
a pool of cyber security talents to support Singapore’s
smart nation initiative.

ered under CSAT:
Associates Programme
• Suitable for fresh graduates or professionals with less than
three years of working experience.
• 12-month on-the-job training that covers various cyber
security roles such as network security engineer, cyber
security application developer, threat intelligence analyst,
incident response associate and forensic associate.
Technologists Programme
• Suitable for professionals with more than three years of
working experience and are either looking at enhancing
their knowledge in cyber security or preparing for a career
switch.
• 3 to 6 months local on-the-job and overseas trainings that
cover various cyber security roles such as network security
administrator, information security manager, incident
responder, digital forensic investigator, security threat
engineer and penetration testing role.

For more information or enquiries about the CSAT Programme, please email to careers_infosec@stee.stengg.com
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